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Perfect for bedtime, the second edition of the popular Bedtime Favorites storybook collection has 19

stories to choose from. Updated story selections will feature characters from Finding Nemo, Cars 2,

Toy Story 3, The Lion King, and more. Gilded pages and over 250 illustrations make this an ideal

gift.
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I love Disney, I love the movies, the characters and in most cases their books are well produced.

We bought this to read to our 2.5 yr old son, so I am going to review this from three

perspectives:Charlie's Review (2.5 Yrs):He loves this book. He picks it EVERY bed time and mostly

enjoys flipping through the pages to decide which story he most wants to read.For his age, some of

the stories are too wordy or have too much dialog to hold his attention and he will occasionally get

distracted, other stories he lovesHe doesn't get to watch TV or Movies yet but he clearly loves the

characters in this book, perhaps because we love them tooDad's Review (old enough):I love the art

in this book, it is for the most part wonderful and better (IMHO) than most kids booksOne or two of

the stories are OK (Thumper, Mickey, Bambi), others are mediocre and some are just awful

(Aladdin, Nemo)Compared to most of his other books reading these stories is a chore, my wife and I

both give a silent sigh when he goes for itMany of the stories carry little or no positive

messageMom's Review:Would be happy if we never read from the book againI am conflicted when



scoring this book, on the one hand he loves it and we have definitely got our moneys worth, on the

other hand many of the stories in this book seem like second rate filler compared to better books out

there. I feel that I need to write this review because I don't see similar comments in other reviews so

it seemed like a valid perspective.For comparison, we have loved the Gruffalo, The Snail and the

Whale, Richard Scary's' Best Storybook ever and frankly most of the other books in his library are

more engaging than this.

GREAT Book at a GREAT price. I don't have any kids of my own but I have bought this to read to

my nephews and for every baby shower I have been too. This book ALWAYS gets people excited

and moms are always so happy to receive it. The quality of the binding, paper, and illustrations

within is great and I always get messages from moms after the fact that they have been reading the

book to their little ones and just love it!

A variety of short bedtime stories. Perfect for girls and boys. Features a couple princess, lion king,

finding nemo, monsters inc, mickey mouse, winne the pooh, 101 dalmatian, toy story, bambi and

more

My toddler loves her "big book" and that is most important so she'd give this 5 stars if she knew how

to type. The story lengths are good for toddler attention span and the graphics are very attractive.

The storylines themselves are a little boring and do not appeal much to me as an adult. We have

the Mickey Mouse version of these books as well and I enjoy the stories within that one better which

is why I give this 4 stars. Otherwise the book came in good condition and is holding up well after a

few months of reading/dropping/sitting on that toddlers do. Because of how often my child requests

to be read from this book I'd opt to buy it again if I had to.

It's okay for my boy..I know no book can ever be childproof, but he didn't even had to treat this book

harsh before the pages came out!, I bought 3 children's books at the same time, this is the only one

that had pages loose the first time he read them!!, he's read the other ones at least 5 times and

pages are still stuck to the book!of course I'm still teaching him to turn the pages delicately...The

stories teach little to no values, it's just random boring stories but with disney characters, of course

I've only read the first 4 stories, because they bored meBut my boy seems to enjoy seeing Woody

and buzz on a book, so I guess it's okay for them...Idk.. I've always thought children's stories must

have values in them, or something to teach to them!



My daughter wanted this book for Christmas last year and I ended up getting it for her for her

birthday this year. She loves it!! It keeps her guessing as to what story we will read next! And the

stories aren't too long. They take about 5 minutes to read and that's about the right length of time for

a bedtime story.
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